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The concordance test emerges as a powerful tool for identifying
quantitative trait nucleotides: lessons from BTA6 milk yield QTL

E. Seroussi

Agricultural Research Organization, Institute of Animal Science, Bet-Dagan 50250, Israel

Summary The lack of conventions for confirming the discovery of quantitative trait nucleotides in

livestock was evidenced by the proposals of mutations in two different genes (SPP1 and

ABCG2) as the underlying functional mutation for a major quantitative trait locus (QTL) for

milk concentration on bovine chromosome 6 (BTA6). Of these conflicting candidates, SPP1

was excluded by follow-up studies and by the data described here. A simple test for

concordance of the zygosity state between QTL segregation status and the candidate

polymorphism was shown, in this case, to be a critical step towards establishing the proof.

If a given sample effectively represents the genetic variation across the QTL region, hap-

lotype-based concordance may further enhance the functionality and resolution power of

this test, allowing identification of the causative gene.

Keywords ATP-binding cassette transporter, BCRP, OPN, OPN3907, osteopontin.1

In a research focus article, de Koning (2006) gave an

update on conflicting candidates for cattle quantitative trait

locus (QTL). He focused on two reports (Cohen-Zinder et al.

2005; Schnabel et al. 2005) of variation in SPP1 and

ABCG2. These two genes have been proposed to underlie a

major QTL with effects on protein and fat concentrations in

milk; this QTL is located in the centre of chromosome 6

(BTA6). Comparing the arguments for each gene, de Koning

suggested that both mutations are equally probable. In

follow-up publications, these alternative quantitative trait

nucleotides (QTNs) were examined. An evaluation in beef

cattle populations revealed that although the ABCG2 poly-

morphism was not segregating in these populations, the

polymorphism in SPP1 was associated with another QTL for

post-weaning growth, and no effect on milk yield was

observed (White et al. 2007). The SPP1 polymorphism was

also investigated for its effect on milk in buffalo and was not

found to be significant (Tantia et al. 2008). Eventually,

genetic support for a QTN in ABCG2 affecting milk com-

position was presented in Norwegian Red cattle (Olsen et al.

2007).

The variation in SPP1 (OPN3907) is an indel in a T tract,

�1240 bp upstream of the SPP1 transcription-initiation

site. Because OPN3907 was proposed first as the QTN, de

Koning put the onus on our group to demonstrate that it is

not the underlying functional mutation, and to better

specify our observation of no concordance of its segregation

with the QTL genotypes in our population, which may have

resulted from difficulty in obtaining good sequence reads.

Indeed, sequencing PCR products with indels hampers base-

calling, and the current tools (Seroussi et al. 2002; Seroussi

& Seroussi 2007) only predict the actual sequence out of the

resulting ambiguous sequence reads. Accurate genotyping

of such a region would require subcloning of these products

to distinguish the haplotypes present in each heterozygote.

In several instances, OPN3907 was sequenced using cloned

DNA or homozygotes, revealing three distinct alleles. All

cloned alleles, deposited in GenBank under accession

numbers AJ871176, AC185945 and NW_931635, were of

nine thymines (T9) and were described as rare by Schnabel

et al. (2005). These authors also sequenced an allele from a

homozygote (T10, AY878328). Sequencing of sire 3208

(Fig. 1c, lane 2) revealed a third allele with nine thymines

followed by three adenines; only two adenines came after

the T tract in the other alleles (Fig. 1a). Hence, this locus

displayed length variation typical of a microsatellite with

different numbers of repeats of either thymines or adenines.

These alleles were designated SPP1M1, SPP1M2 and

SPP1M3 respectively (Fig. 1a).2 Sequencing of heterozygotes

resulted in ambiguous sequence reads, which were traced as

follows (Fig. 1c): SPP1M1 and SPP1M2 (lanes 3, 5);

SPP1M2 and SPP1M3 (lanes 4, 6). Following this scheme,

a sample of genotypes is presented (Fig. 1b). Although the

status of the ABCG2 mutation was in concordance with

the QTL status, concordance was not observed with either

the length of the T tract or the allele status of the SPP1
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microsatellite. For example, the traces of the three sires

segregating for the QTL were all of the type SPP1M1/

SPP1M2 (Fig.1c, lane 3) and were indistinguishable from

that of the non-segregating sire 3241 (Fig. 1c, lane 5). This

proves that of the two suggested causative mutations, only

the variation in ABCG2 is not excluded for the BTA6 QTL.

Note that the entire SPP1 gene was sequenced in two of our

heterozygous sires (Cohen-Zinder et al. 2005) revealing all

possible sequence polymorphisms in this gene for these sires.

We encountered three heterozygous variations, none of

which was concordant with the QTL genotypes, thereby

ruling out SPP1 as the causative gene for the QTL.

Henceforth, the ABCG2 allele capable of encoding tyro-

sine, which was the more frequent allele in the population,

will be denoted the plus QTL allele. The minus ABCG2

allele (encoding serine) increases milk yield, and thus

decreases fat and protein concentration. The sequence of a

sire homozygous for the minus QTL haplotype was asso-

ciated with SPP1M1 (T9) (Fig. 1c, lane 1). De Koning

suggests that in the evaluated population there might be

perfect linkage disequilibrium (LD) between these SPP1

and ABCG2 alleles. However, the results shown in Fig. 1

indicate that this is not the case. Sire 2176, which has one

of the lowest protein percentages ever recorded in Israel, is

homozygous for the ABCG2 allele encoding serine but

heterozygous for SPP1M (Fig.1c, lane 3). Moreover, sire

3208 had the highest protein percentages in our study

and is therefore unlikely to be homozygous for the minus

QTL allele. This sire was indeed homozygous for the

plus allele, but also for the SPP1M3 (T9) minus allele.

Genotyping this SPP1 polymorphism using the scheme

described here should better clarify its association with

post-weaning growth (White et al. 2007). Hence, further

genotyping of this locus is needed to effectively apply this

observation to beef cattle.

De Koning�s article prompted other groups to corroborate

the identity of the BTA6 QTN. In this respect, note that sire

9 (Fig. 1b), which segregates for the QTL, has been heavily

used in global breeding programs. This sire had a high

protein percentage (3.11%) despite carrying the minus QTL

allele, which has a relatively large effect on protein per-

centage ()0.21%, Cohen-Zinder et al. 2005). Still, it is

possible that sire 9 was also a carrier of positive alleles at

other genetic loci that have yet to be characterized, and the

combination of these alleles with the BTA6 QTL allele

(which increases milk yield) has made this an exceptionally

popular bull. The need for better standards for reviewing

QTN identification is evident from de Koning�s research

Figure 1 The genotypes of the SPP1microsatellite are not in concordance with the status of the BTA6 quantitative trait locus (QTL). Bovine genomic

DNA was PCR-amplified and sequenced using primers F (5¢-AGATCCCACATGCACCTAGC-3¢) and R (5¢-GCATGTCTCTGAAGGACTGG-3¢), which

were designed upstream of the SPP1 transcription-initiation site. The three observed alleles were annotated as SPP1M1, SPP1M2 and SPP1M3

(blue, red and green respectively). Following the annotation of OPN3907 (Schnabel et al. 2005), the lengths of their T tracts are presented (9T and

10T in orange and purple respectively). (a) The allele names, the source sequence (GenBank accession or genomic DNA), the associated lane in panel

C and the nucleotide sequence are given. (b) A sample of the sires used by Cohen-Zinder et al. (2005) followed by their year of birth, their evaluation

of milk-protein concentration as recorded by The Israeli Cattle Breeders Association (http://www.icba.org.il/cgi-bin/bulls/he/bl_main.htm), their

corresponding genotype including the ABCG2 plus (tyrosine-encoding) and minus (serine-encoding) alleles (1 and 2 respectively) and their QTL

status: non-segregating (N), segregating (Y) and not determined (ND). This table is sorted first by ABCG2 genotype and then by protein percentage.

(c) Chromatograms are shown with their matching genotypes of sires 3573, 3208, 2176, 3070, 3241 and 3212 (lanes 1–6 respectively). The raw

trace files are downloadable at http://cowry.agri.huji.ac.il/SPP1M. Note that traces interpreted as combination of SPP1M1 and SPP1M2 were

labelled with either SPP1M1/SPP1M2 or SPP1M2/SPP1M1 according to the dominant base at the end of the T tract. In case of imbalance within the

PCR amplification preferentially amplifying one of the alleles, the bases A or T would dominate this position according to the preferred allele (SPP1M1

or SPP1M2 respectively).
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focus. De Koning notes that Schnabel et al. (2005) tested

the concordance of the segregation status of single nucleo-

tide polymorphisms (SNPs) in their entire experimental

population but, �curiously�, not that of OPN3907.

A simple test for concordance of the zygosity state

between the QTL segregation status and the candidate

polymorphism has emerged as a powerful tool for identify-

ing the functional mutation underlying the QTL. In the

search for QTN among the abundance of known SNPs, this

cost-effective approach enables the genotyping of only a few

sires with known QTL status, the latter having been deter-

mined beyond doubt using proper statistical analyses, such

as the daughter design. When a concordant SNP is

encountered, further genotyping may also be applied to

determine the concordance of phase. In a sample of 18 sires

with known BTA6 QTL status from the US and Israeli

Holstein cattle, only three were heterozygous for the QTL

(Cohen-Zinder et al. 2005). In the Norwegian Red, two and

16 sires were heterozygous and homozygous respectively

(Olsen et al. 2007; Olsen, personal communication). The

probability for a single match by chance alone between

zygosity states and QTL status is therefore equal to the fre-

quency of occurrences of heterozygotes (Nhetero = 5;

P = 0.139) and homozygotes (Nhomo = 31; 1)P = 0.861).

Hence, the probability for overall zygosity concordance by

chance can be estimated to be as low as 5 · 10)7 using the

formula PNhetero · (1)P)Nhomo (Olsen et al. 2007). On one

hand, this formula does not take into account phase

concordance with the QTL allele; on the other, it problem-

atically assumes that the sires are not related. Phase

determination via the construction of haplotypes for the

sampled sires provides a better concordance test that is

based on chromosome haplotypes.

Haplotypes within the critical chromosomal region of the

BTA6 QTL were inferred from the genotype data of the sire

pedigree (Baruch et al. 2006; Olsen et al. 2007). Haplotype

data make it possible to estimate the degree of relatedness

among the chromosomes represented within these samples

and, by consulting the bovine haplotype-block map (Khat-

kar et al. 2007), these data can help verify that the sample

of analysed chromosomes is indeed representative in Hol-

stein-Friesians.

In the two referred studies, all homozygous sires carried

the common allele (Cohen-Zinder et al. 2005; Olsen, per-

sonal communication3 ), bringing the frequency of chromo-

somes carrying the rare allele in these samples to 0.07,

which is also the estimated probability (P) of encountering a

chromosome by chance with the rare allele that is also a

plus QTL chromosome. It is likely that all of these homo-

zygous sires were likewise homozygous for the common plus

QTL allele. The modified grand-daughter design (MGD) can

be used to determine the QTL genotype of grandsires

homozygous for the QTL (Weller et al. 2002). Hence, veri-

fying this QTL status in the homozygotes would have been

possible if MGD had been used. Assuming this QTL status

had been determined, the overall probability for haplotype

concordance by chance in these samples (number of con-

cordant plus chromosomes, N+chr = 5; number of concor-

dant minus chromosomes, N
)chr = 67) could have been

estimated by a similar formula, PN+chr · (1)P)N)chr, to have

dropped to 1.3 · 10)8. However, phase concordance was

verified for the minus haplotypes and only partially for the

plus haplotypes using MGD (Weller et al. 2002). Moreover,

some of the chromosomes in these samples were identical

along 6 Mb, as noted for the two minus haplotypes derived

from the Red Norwegian population. These haplotypes

belonged to two sires that were paternal halfsibs (Olsen et al.

2007) and therefore should not be regarded as independent

events for this test.

The LD map of BTA6 revealed extensive LD that may limit

the level of resolution achievable in fine mapping (Khatkar

et al. 2006). Olsen et al. (2007) noted the potential exis-

tence of another variant that is concordant with QTL status

all along the 6-Mb haplotype shared between their two

heterozygous sires. They raised the possibility that such

variation could be the true causal mutation and that the

QTN suggested in ABCG2 was merely a marker in perfect LD

with it. Our group had similar reservations (Cohen-Zinder

et al. 2005), although the common plus QTL haplotype

shared among the three heterozygotes was quite limited,

around 0.6 Mb between the markers in the MED28 and

ABCG2 genes (Baruch et al. 2006). Such reservations may

underestimate the true power of the concordance test. The

two closest SPP1 SNPs genotyped by our group were 3.5 kb

apart. Despite residing within the same haplotype block

(Block 2, Table 1), these SNPs revealed all four possible

allele combinations in the chromosome sample used for our

concordance test. Assuming a minimal mutation rate, at

least one historical recombination would be required within

this short interval to obtain all combinations. A resolution

power of such magnitude would indeed allow pinpointing

the gene underlying the QTL. Olsen et al. (2007) also dis-

missed their hesitations by indicating that LD in the region

is generally quite low and that perfect LD appears to be rare

in their population. Moreover, the suggested ABCG2 QTN is

located between and not within haplotype blocks (shaded in

dark or light grey, Table 1), which further reduces the odds

of the occurrence of other variants displaying complete LD

with this QTN.

The concordance test has its drawbacks. It will fail if

different mutations in the underlying gene produce the

same phenotype. However, considering the limited variation

in dairy cattle, such cases are expected to be rare. It is also

difficult to estimate the resolution power of this test because

it depends on unrecorded historical recombination events.

Nevertheless, it is possible to confirm that the chromosomes

represented within the sample are unrelated by determining

their haplotypes. Full haplotype concordance of a repre-

sentative sample of chromosomes is likely to identify the

QTN or at least point to the causative gene.
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Table 1 Haplotype blocks near ABCG2.

Position build 3.1 Gene build 3.1 Khatkar SNP # Cohen-Zinder SNP # Olsen SNP # Nucleotide variant Block no.1

33473299 PPM1K PPM1K ex2 ND

33473593 PPM1K 463001 A>G 31

33482293 PPM1K PPM1K_309 A>C ND

33489402 PPM1K 465459 A>G 31

33514410 Intergenic BZ916464_39 G>T ND

33514516 Intergenic BZ916464_145 A>G ND

33514682 Intergenic BZ916464_311 C>T ND

33514775 Intergenic BZ916464_404 A>G ND

33514831 Intergenic BZ916464_460 C>G ND

33583282 ABCG2 464405 C>G 31

33583352 ABCG2 465201 C>G 31

33583613 ABCG2 ABCG2(1) int3 A>T ND

33584056 ABCG2 466263 C>T 31

33584124 ABCG2 466354 C>T 31

33584316 ABCG2 464963 C>T 31

33598812 ABCG2 463364 A>G 31

33616733 ABCG2 QTN ABCG2(2) ex14 ABCG2_49 A>C

33617353 ABCG2 ABCG2_256 A>G

33631457 Intergenic AAFC02144624_75784 A>G 1

33631732 Intergenic 348220 AAFC02144624_03129 A>G 1

33632007 Intergenic 353109 PKD2_746

AAFC02144624_03128

A>G 1&2

33632945 Intergenic PKD2_1175 Indel A 2

33635701 LOC530393 PKD2_1451 A>G 2

33635803 LOC530393 PKD2_1349 A>T 2

33636502 LOC530393 PKD2_650 C>T 2

33636799 LOC530393 PKD2_353 C>T 2

33637745 LOC530393 PKD2_349 G>T 2

33638005 LOC530393 PKD2_611 A>G 2

33638006 LOC530393 PKD2_610 A>T 2

33640579 LOC530393 PKD2_383 A>G 2

33644751 LOC530393 PKD2_901 A>G 2

33647488 LOC530393 PKD2_377 A>T 2

33647558 LOC530393 PKD2_447 A>G 2

33648352 LOC530393 PKD2_1241 C>T 2

33649870 LOC530393 PKD2_2759 C>T 2

33650721 LOC530393 PKD2_3610 C>T 2

33651020 LOC530393 PKD2_3909 A>T 2

33651301 LOC530393 PKD2_97141 A>G 2

33659174 LOC530393 PKD2_1013 A>G 2

33659234 LOC530393 PKD_953 C>T 2

33659590 Intergenic PKD2_597 C>T 2

33693618 Intergenic PKD2 Indel A ND

33710689 SPP1 465810 SPP1(2) ex7 A>C ND

33712386 SPP1 SPP1(1) int5 A>G ND

33718525 Intergenic OPN3907 OPN_3907 Indel T 2

1SNPs within blocks are shaded in grey; the block numbers 31 (dark grey), 1 (light grey) or 2 (dark gray) follow those from Khatkar et al. (2007) and

Olsen et al. (2007). SNPs for which block status was not determined (ND) by these studies are also indicated.

QTN, quantitative trait nucleotide; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism.
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